
5 Ways To Up
Your Instagram Game



Hey Senior Photogs!!  I am so excited to share this freebie with you
and help you get you improve your instagram game!  I know it feels
like a full-time job keeping up with social media!  But hopefully these
five things will help improve your instagram feed and help you when
it comes to connecting with your potential clients on instagram.
 
I get a lot of messages from photographers asking these questions...
 

 I am stuck and have no idea what to even post?  
How do I create a cohesive look to my instagram?
How can I connect on a personal level to my followers?

 
Trust me, I get it!!  I have been there and I know sometimes we can
all get stuck in our own heads about what to post, how to make it
look good on our feeds and how to increase engagement with our
followers.  For me, once I made a committment to up my instagram
game I saw an increase in inquires in my DM's, more engagement
from followers and more follwers in general.
 
So what did I do?  Well I am going to share with you some simple
things I did that have improved my instagram and that will improve
yours too!
 
xoxo,
 
Leslie
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#1 - Change Your Profile Pic!  Yep, you got to do it!  I know it can
be scary sharing a photo of you and you probably have a ton of
excuses just like I did...I don't have a recent photo, I am not photo-
ready, I don't have anything to wear, I hate having my photo taken,
blah blah blah!!  Here is the truth....people want to see YOU!  They
want to know who the person behind the business is, who is the
person behind the camera and who would be the one taking their
photo if they hired you.  So no more logo as your profile pic, no more
pic of a senior client as your profile pic (you don't want them to think
that is who is showing up to take their photo).  
 
#2 - Add Your Location!  When people visit your instagram do they
immediately know where you are located?  If not, they should!  With
social media, followers can come from anywhere and if they want to
work with you they need to know where you are.  Are you local to
them or will they need to travel to be able to work with you?
 
#3 - Update Your Bio!  Your bio should immediately tell people the
following:

 What you do
What service you provide
Who you are (something personal)

 
Social media is super fast paced so people need to be able to find
out who you are in a matter of seconds and they will determine if
they want to follow you and work with you based on the info they
gather in those few seconds.
 
I like to be short and sweet and use bullet points in my bio because
people don't want to read some long paragraph.  Here is a sample of
my bio:
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HS Senior Photographer
Greenville, SC
Providing unique, fun senior portrait experiences
Educator/Speaker for photographers
Creator of Seniorologie|Conference Twelve

My Bio

Bio Tip:  If you use your name as your instagram handle, utilize the
name section of the bio for something else.  No need to type your
name twice!  Since Instagram limits number of characters in a bio
take advantage of the name section where you can type your
location or that you are a senior photographer!
 
Bio Tip 2:  If you want to use bullet points or emojis in your bio, type
it out in your notes on your phone exactly how you want it to appear
then copy and paste into Instagram!
 
# 4 - Create a Cohesive Feed!  This one actually used to drive me
bonkers!  I kept looking at all these fashion bloggers who have
perfectly matching feeds and thinking how in the heck am I supposed
to do that?  First, their feeds can all match because ALL their photos
are of themselves, the can use the same background over and over
and they can choose colors to wear in the photos that fit their
cohesive look!  But we have clients who are all different, who want
different things and who wear different styles.  So how can we
possible make that look cohesive?
 
My trick is to look at it in an app such as Plann so I can see how the
photo I am posting will look in the feed.  I try to pick a color from the
previous photo and make sure the new photo has that color in it.
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By using the Plann app pictured below you can add a photo "in your
feed" to see how it will look before actually posting it!  This allows me
to see if the photo goes with the ones already posted.  I try to mix
between a close up photo, group photo, wide shot with my senior
photos and try not to pick the exact same background for every shot.  
That way it looks cohesive but not perfect.  I want it to all blend
together nicely but also look organic and curated.
 
If it doesn't look good, choose a different photo!
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Looking at this example, you can 
see how I use colors in the
photos to connect each of the
photos.  So if there is green in
the first photo, then the next
photo has a bit of green.  Then if
there is some white, I make sure
the following photo has some
white.  Picking colors that look
good together will connect the
photos to each other creating a
cohesive look without having to
perfectly match every photo!
 
Pro Tip:  Make sure your editing
is consistent!  Even in personal
photos, be sure to use the same
style editing so it all looks good
together!



#5 - Get Personal!  Share yourself with your followers through your
feed and your story!  Try to post a photo of you or a photo of
something personal to you within the first 9 squares.  This will allow
anyone coming to your feed to immediately see you even if they
don't scroll any further!
 
My rule of thumb is to post three days worth of seniors then
something personal on the fourth post.  I like to see three photos of
seniors straight across one of the lines of the grid plus that really
shows that I am a senior photographer.  Then I add a photo of me or
a photo of coffee or travel or something else I like and use a caption
to share something personal.
 
Using this method guarantees that someone that visits my feed will
immediately see a few photos that are personal mixed in with my
work and hopefully get a sense of who I am AND what I do!
 
I hope these tips help you in upping your instagram game!  I know
when I made these simple changes my following grew and I have
been able to book more senior sessions through Instagram!
 
If you need more help with your Instagram or want a critique of your
instagram, email me at info@seniorologie.com!  I am happy to help!!
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